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ADMISSIONS AS USUAL
GVpolicies will not change if Prop. 2 overturned
BY LIZZY BALBOA
GVL NEWS EDITOR

roposal 2 and the Mich
igan law regarding the
consideration of race
and gender for college
admissions were back
table last week as a 15-member
panel for the 6th Circuit Court
of Appeals reexamined the con
stitutionality of the law.
Present at the courthouse in
Cincinnati, Ohio, were a number
of students from the University of
Michigan, which has seen a de
crease in minority representation
since the passing of Proposal 2,
according to university reports.
Although the University of
Michigan has been fighting to
revoke the law, Grand Valley
State University administrators
said the potential ability to base
university acceptance on race or
gender would not affect its ad
missions process at all.
Lynn Blue, vice provost and
dean of Academic Services and
Information Technology, said the
GVSU admissions office would
not consider race or gender be
cause it never did to begin with.
“Even pre-Proposal 2, GVSU

P
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No change expected:Though some are fighting to repeal Michigan's
Proposal 2 law, GVSU officials say the university has never practiced
affirmative action and admissions would remain unchanged.

did not use race or gender as a
preferential factor in its admis
sions (e.g. no points given to mi
nority/female applicants towards
an admission threshold),” said
Dwight Hamilton, assistant vice
president of inclusion and equity.
on the
Hamilton said no changes
were made to the admissions
process with the passing of the
proposal.
However, in a 2008 online
message regarding Proposal 2,
President Thomas J. Haas said
the proposal posed a challenge
to GVSU as it looked to create a
diverse learning environment.
Matt McLogan, vice presi
dent of university relations,
confirmed that it had an ad
verse effect on minority en
rollment soon after its pass
ing despite having had no
effect on the admissions process.
“We have worked hard on re
cruitment and other programs
to enhance diversity at Grand
Valley,” McLogan said. “In the
first couple of years after Prop 2,
diversity numbers dropped but
have since largely recovered.”
The biggest change the uni-

SEE PROP 2, A3

Legislation could make teaching path easier
BY SAMANTHA BELCHER
GVL STAFF WRITER

Students in Grand Valley
State University’s College of
Education could have an easier
time becoming teachers with
new bills being discussed in
Michigan’s legislature.
House Bills 5393, 4645,
5013 and 5241 are some of the
amendments being discussed
by the Committee of Educa
tion in the legislature. These
bills would amend “the revised
school code,” a 1976 law that
lays out general guidelines for
Michigan elementary and sec
ondary schools.
HB 5393, introduced by State
Rep. Margaret O’Brien (R-Portage), would require each public
school district to have 30 hours
of teacher professional develop
ment each year.

State Rep. Bob Genetski (RSaugatuck) helped introduce two
house bills. HB 5241 would allow
undergraduate students to major
in accounting or writing when
studying to become a teacher. Cur
rently, students who wish to study
and specialize in accounting must
major in math and students who
want to specialize in writing must
major in English. Other “teach
able majors” available within
the COE include integrated sci
ence language, arts, mathematics
and social studies for elementary
teachers and biology, chemistry,
earth/space science, French, Ger
man. history, Latin, music, physi
cal education, physics, social
studies, Spanish and visual arts
for secondary teachers.
Lindsay Vogelsberg, legisla
tive aide to Genetski, said HB
4645 would eliminate the 18
credits students need in order

to receive their Professional
Teaching Certificate. Students
would only need their original
teaching certificate to teach in
Michigan.
“...Studies have been mixed
at best as to whether the continu
ing education really improves
teacher effectiveness in the
classroom,” Vogelsberg said.
Chelsea Bashore, a senior
in the COE studying elemen
tary education, said she believes
continuing education is impor
tant for teachers, though.
“Education is ever-chang
ing,” Bashore said, adding that
teachers have to try different
things in the classroom to see
what works. “...The world
around us is always changing,
from technology, to new ideas,
books, so there is always going
to be more to learn to share with
and improve your classroom.”

"..Studies have been
mixed as best as to
whether the continuing
education really
improves teacher
effectiveness in the
classroom."
LINDSAY VOGELSBERG

LEGISLATIVE AID, RER
BOB GENTETSKI
According to GVSU’s Of
fice of Institutional Analysis,
873 undergraduate students and
2,603 graduate students are en
rolled in the COE.
State Rep. Jim Stamas (RMidland) introduced HB 5013,
which also aims to eliminate the
need for teachers to continue
their education after receiving

HAAS

Haas appeals
to state for
more funding
BY UZZY BALBOA
GVL NEWS EDITOR

Grand Valley State University President
Thomas J. Haas testified before Lansing leg
islators yesterday for the sixth time during
his leadership at the university to appeal for
more higher education funding.
“At Grand Valley, we have reduced the
cost of each degree by 14 percent as com
pared to a decade ago,” Haas said to the
House Appropriations Subcommittee on
Higher Education. “Our tuition is below
the state average — a direct savings to our
students of nearly $2,500 a year. In West
Michigan, we’re responsible for more than
three-quarters erf a billion dollars in eco
nomic activity that has created 10,000 pri
vate sector jobs.”
This time, though, Haas did not have to
talk up the traditionally underfunded univer
sity because, as he said, Gov. Rick Snyder
and some lawmakers have already done so.
“In each of their proposals for formula
funding. Grand Valley has received the
highest possible ranking — for our high
graduation rates, for the breadth and quality
erf our academic programs, few our commit
ment to financial aid, for a tuition rate below
the state average, for efficient cost of opera
tions and for economic impact to our state,”
he said.
The president encouraged the lawmakers
to work with universities to keep higher edu
cation affordable and accessible to anyone
willing to pursue it.
“Enrollment in Michigan’s universities
is at an all-time high and the ration of state
funding is at an all-time low,” he said. “Let
us work together to narrow the gap, ensure
quality, sustain access to educational oppor
tunity for citizens helping them attain their
degrees, and bring honor to the spirit of our
Constitution.”

SEE EDUCATION, A3
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GVPD officer undergoes drug training
BY CHELSEA LANE
GVL STAFF WRITER

GVL Archive

Special training: Officer Jeff Stoll of the Grand Valley Police Department (pictured) was one of 14
officers to participate in Michigan's second ORE course to help GVPD better identify symptoms of drug

Eighteen percent of all
drivers killed in car crash
es in 2009 tested positive
for drugs, according to the
National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration. In
Michigan alone, drug-related
vehicle fatalities increased
by 30 percent in 2010, while
alcohol-related fatalities de
clined. With both national
and state statistics on the
rise. Grand Valley State Uni
versity’s police department
is adding a new resource to
its team: a drug recognition
expert.
Officer Jeff Stoll, who
has served with GVPD for

several years, was one of 14
officers to take part in Michi
gan’s second DRE course.
DREs are trained to recog
nize signs of impairment in
drivers under the influence
of drugs other than or in ad
dition to alcohol and to iden
tify the type of drug or drugs
impairing them. DREs use a
12-step evaluation process to
help determine what drugs
an individual may be under
the influence of.
“It’s difficult at times to
find impairment that is not
readily identifiable,” Stoll
said. “Alcohol and mari
juana give off recognizable
odors... The goal of this
program was to educate in

the symptoms, signs and be
haviors of people under the
influence of these types of
drugs (that are not readily
identifiable).”
Stoll spent two weeks al
the Michigan State Policy
Training Academy in Lamsing for instruction, followed
by a third week conducting
hands-on drug assessments
and evaluations at the Mari
copa County Jail in Arizo
na, as required by the DRE
course. Volunteer inmates
undergoing processing at the
jail served as evaluation sub
jects.
Although it is rare for

SEE GVPD, A3
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NEWS BRIEFS
'Dress for Success' seeks professional clothing
’■

Several groups at Grand Valley State University
are joining together to round up professional clothing
to benefit those who cannot afford their own. Dress
,* for Success is accepting professional clothing at the
- Women's Center through March 23.
’
"GVSU faculty and staff within the Division of Stuc dent Services support our program by donating their
gently used suits and professional clothing," said
' Breeann Gorham, from Career Services.
1
The clothing drive takes both men's and women's
* apparel but has a greater need for menswear at this
. time, Gorham said.
U
Main support for the clothing drive comes from
i'i Career Services, Seidman Professional Develop
ment and the Women's Center. Students from HTM
240 "handle all aspects of planning the event from
* marketing, budget, theme and staffing the event,"
!■' Gorham said. The students also use connections to
acquire prizes and giveaways and host the event.
The event also includes a fashion show on from 4
j to 6 p.m. in Kirkhof Center Room 2250 on March 28.
"The main objective is that it's put on by Career
Services in order to show students what they should
wear when interviewing," said Chelsea Bengal, a student in HTM 240. "There is also a clothing drive for
- GVSU staff to donate clothes and students will be
able to take them for free."
,

.< GV dance program leaping ahead
•j
Dance faculty members at Grand Valley State Universi. ty have been busy extending their reach beyond campus
. by hosting a regional conference and preparing for an
, upcoming Grand Rapids Ballet Company collaboration.
The upcoming Grand Rapids Ballet Company's "Move*. media" concert series consists of performances by com\ pany dancers of contemporary works by six guest choreographers. Shawn Bible, assistant professor of dance,
and Calin Radulescu, affiliate professor of dance and
.- former GRBC professional dancer, have choreographed
; pieces for the two-concert series set for March 23 and 24
.- , and April 6 and 7. Bible's "Why We Write" is included in
, the March concert and Radulescu's "Reflections" will be
., performed in April. Dale Schriemer, professor of voice,
will perform in a piece set by Patricia Parker, GRBC artistic
• director, along with pianist James Barnett in the live mu) sic for "Rueckert Song."

Women's Center looking for student art
The Women's Center is seeking submissions of art
work from students, faculty and staff members and
community members to be displayed throughout the
center next year.
The deadline for submissions is April 20 at 2 p.m.,
after which the entries will be reviewed by a jury. Notificatwmefwtt'bc sent to selected artists the eernc dayr
There will be a reception to celebrate and recognize
% the arttewvmtJTtieh aitwork
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In the mix: Art and photography major Blaire Bancroft develops photos in the gang darkroom located in Lake Superior Hall. Like
efforts taken by the chemistry department, the photo department also puts forth efforts to responsibly rid of chemical waste.

Chem department works to limit waste
Jim Seufert, lab safety sor Matthew Hart and the direction for many years,
specialist for the College of Chemistry Club so the cups DeWitt said. For example,
Liberal Arts and Sciences, can be converted into the special microwave is used
n an attempt to reduce said an important compo acid. Last summer, 1044 in organic labs to reduce and
hazardous and landfill nent of this hazardous waste cups from water and lemon eliminate solvent use in ex
waste produced by Grand is working hard to get in ade were collected, DeWitt tractions and distillations.
“We switched from macro
Valley State University’s ventory on every chemical said.
“We have reduced not distillations to micro distilla
chemistry department, the in storage.
“What we all try to do is just hazardous waste but tion around 2000 and then in
department has been think
ing sustainably — all the reduce the quantity of un also paper, cardboard waste the fall of 2011, we started
way down to using starch used [chemicals],” Seufert and batteries through recy with phasing in the micropacking peanuts that dis said. “Old bottles are expen cling,” she said. “We try to wave experiments,” she said.
solve in water instead of sive to get rid of. Our goal is limit our landfill waste by DeWitt described the sus
rewashing weigh boats, test tainable efforts as “very ef
to reduce some chemicals.”
Styrofoam ones.
fective” and said they will
He added that if the tubes and plastic droppers.”
“[The] chemistry depart
The department is also “continue to improve.”
ment takes great care for the quantity is not necessary,
“One of the future en
environment and our budget,” it is best if the department looking to save a few trees
said Michelle DeWitt, lab su does not keep the substances by providing laptops in deavors being proposed by
pervisor. “Contrary to public around. However, he said he some chemistry labs and Professor Krikke and Dr.
opinion, chemistry profes does not want to discourage allowing students to enter Kovacs is a S3 proposal to
sionals care about the envi anybody doing an experi findings and answer ques take used coffee grounds and
ronment, and thus are always ment in an academic or re- tions on the online program do an extraction for biodier,jyd -and still.ttnro|girt.,g^hat
lookinftJut ^yfclu improve search.situation from using WebAssign. rathet
is left from the grounds;
printed paper,
the way we teach our experi chemicals.
nlso— Seufert said waste this. 4fes. will let the UurioiU get
ments
lab*. We
love to experiment with new include converting plastic posal costs collected in June one more use out of coffee,”
cups from summer orienta 2010 amounted to $4,200, DeWitt said. “The members
methods and technologies.”
The
department
has tions into polylactic acid, compared to $3,900 in June of the chemistry department
switched from mercury to an all-purpose cleaning so 2011. He added that Padnos are continually looking to
digital thermometers and lution. Chemistry students Hall of Science is always the develop professionally and
regularly attend conferences
categorizes metals into haz Patrick Clark and Adam largest waste generator.
All of the faculty and to get ideas from other uni
ardous and nonhazardous Boyden collect these cups,
categories to save money wash them and turn them staff have been making versities to try here.”
egarlick @ lanthorn .com
over to chemistry profes- strides in the sustainability
when disposing them.
BY LIZ GARLICK

GVL STAFF WRITER
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CORRECTIONS AND CLARIFICATIONS
At the Lanthorn we strive to bring you the most
accurate news possible. If we make a mistake, we
want to make it right. If you find any errors in fact in
the Lanthorn, let us know by calling 616-331-2464 or
by emailing editorial@lanthorn.com.
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PROP 2
continued from A1

tion of financial aid, which
could no longer be awarded
based on race or gender.
“We did have some
scholarships and grants that
were race or gender based,”
Blue said. “They were evalu
ated, modified to be more in
clusive or eliminated.”
Director of Admissions
Jodi Chycinski said the fi
nancial aid change and
elimination of some scholar
ships caused the university
to reconsider its recruitment
methods and devise new
ways to draw in a diverse
student body.
“Scholarships certainly
are a way to attract students
to an institution” Chycinski said. “Because of where
we’re located and because
we were a relatively young
institution [at the time], los
ing the scholarships meant
we had to go back and evalu
ate how we were going to at
tract [minorityj students.”
As McLogan said, diver
sity at GVSU has recovered
and increased over the years
and is still sought by admin
istrators.
“Our mission and values

continued from A1

GVt / Robert Mathews
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An article published in The
Michigan Education Report,

EDUCATION

Spring fever:Two GVSU students "slackline" between two trees outside of the Performing
Arts Center Wednesday. The sunny skies had students sprawled on the lawn outdoors
yesterday, with highs reaching around 73 degrees in the afternoon.

and commitment to diver
sity have not changed,” Haas
wrote • in his message. "A
diverse environment is es
sential in promoting the val
ues of this liberal education
for the shaping of intellect,
creativity, and intercultural
competence. At Grand Val
ley diversity is a learning re
source and must be nurtured
as an intellectual asset.”
•The admissions office at
GVSU still promotes diver
sity, but in other ways and us
ing other distinguishing fac
tors to evaluate candidates.
“We believe that our edu
cational mission is signifi
cantly enhanced by admit
ting a diverse student party,”
Hamilton said. “Our admis
sion process is, by design
and practice, individualized,
considering academic cre
dentials, interests and activi
ties, personal commitment
and drive, schools attended,
geographic diversity, family
history, economic and edu
cational background, among
other factors to achieve a di
verse student body.”
• For more information on
GVSU’s stance on Proposal
2, visit the website at www.
gvsu .edu/proposal2.

an undergraduate degree.
An aide for Rep. Stamas said the representative
strongly encourages continu
ing education but believes the
classes teachers have to take
when continuing their educa
tion do not always correlate
with what they are teaching.
Vogelsberg said eliminat
ing continuing education for
teachers would also help stu
dents who are in debt from
student loans.

“Michigan’s
meaningless
teacher certification reform,”
argued that costly continuing
education requirements stand
between a teacher’s desire
and ability to teach.
Bashore said she knows
students who have had a hard
time finding teaching jobs af
ter graduation.
“I think a lot of it has to do
with your personal preferenc
es and doing what you have
to do to have a job,” she said.

sbelcher@ lanthorn rom

GVPD
continued from A1

campus police officers to
encounter users of some of
the hard drugs Stoll is now
trained to identify, he be
lieves his DRE training will
be especially beneficial for
identifying individuals under
the influence of prescription
medications, the abuse of
which are increasingly com
mon among college students.
“I think with some of our
concerns about prescription
use and abuse, this is going to
be especially helpful because
it’s difficult to track those
down without knowing what
you’re looking for,” Stoll
said.
Stoll described the pro
gram as challenging and ex
tremely detailed. The final
in-class exam alone took over
five hours to complete.
Capt. Brandon DeHaan,
assistant director of the
Grand Valley Police Depart
ment, said GVPD intends to
use Stoll’s training both at
the university itself and in the
surrounding area.
“That [training] will be
very beneficial not only to our
department but we anticipate
assisting other departments in
our area as well in regards to
drug recognition” DeHaan
said.
The DRE program be
gan in the 1970s in the Los
Angeles Police Department
and has since expanded na
tionwide. According to the
NHTSA, there are more than
7300 DREs across the coun
try. However, Stoll estimates
there are less than 40 in the
state of Michigan.
DeHaan said the program
is difficult for officers to get
into, as it is only open to veter
ans with extensive experience
in drug and alcohol arrests as
well as court experience.
clone @ lanthorn £om
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EDITORIAL

AFFIRMATIVE
T

he term “affirmative action” has been
a sensitive buzz word in higher educa
tion for years, and as the legal battle
over the constitutionality of Michigan’s
Proposition 2 — which disallows colleges
and universities from factoring elements like
race or gender into their admissions process
es — wages on, opponents continue to assert
that students should be admitted to colleges
based cm their test scores and achievements,
not on the color of their skin or the number
of X-chromosomes they have.
While academic merit is the most im
portant thing in predicting a student’s future
success, and will continue to be regardless
of the legal verdict on Prop. 2, the view that

While overturning Prop. 2 would not alter the admissions process at GV,
it could give more financial opportunities to disadvantaged students

merit is all that matters ignores the com
plexities of student success.
Financial realities play an important
part in students’ success through their K-12
education, and play an even larger role in
determining where — or even whether —
someone can afford to pursue higher educa
tion. According to the VCU Center for Hu
man Needs 2009 Project on Social Distress,
the average household income of black and
Hispanic homes — $28,487 and $36,413,
respectively — was less than 75 percent of
the income of non-Hispanic white house
holds ($48,651) in Michigan. That income
disparity translates to a significant difference
in the amount of money families can spend

QUESTION OFTHE ISSUE

on things like tutors or extra books to help
students in need of assistance, and, for some
families, means parents have less time to
work with kids one-on-one as they attempt
to make ends meet.
In many cases, it’s not an issue of who’s
“smarter,” but rather, whose family has more
opportunities.
The extra assistance minority students
at Grand Valley State University formerly
received, which has since been altered or
removed after the passage of Prop. 2, helps
to bridge the gap for students who may not
have the same family resources to draw
upon when attending college as a more
advantaged student. These extra scholar

ships and grants can also help make up for
Michigan’s 22-percent gap between white
and black graduation rates at public univer
sities (as reported in Bridge Magazine last
month), compared to the national average of
16 percent.
At GVSU, there was a 6.1 percent gap
in graduation rates between white and black
students, meaning minority students spend
more time — and thus, more money — ob
taining their degrees. Those extra scholar
ships and grants can help defray those
additional costs that exist across races.
Hard work should always be a factor in col
lege admissions, but it shouldn’t be the only
criteria students in need are judged upon.

COURTESY CARTOON I KING FEATURES

Should factors like race and
le nder be taken into account in
University admissions?
"Race and gender should be taken
into account to create a diverse
university, however academic
standing should also be more
prevalent."

MITCHELL FISHER
Sophomore, exercise science
Dimondale, Mich.

"I don't think factors like race
and gender should be taken
into account. A student should
be admitted based on not only
their grades but on their overall
character."
■
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MARIE MICHEAUX
Freshman, nursing
Bath, Mich.

"Everybody should be able to
apply."

Senioritis isn't a game anymore
PIETRO BROSSI
Professor
Wiuterhur, Switzerland

"No, every individual is unique
and their race or gender doesn't
always play part in a person's
personality."

BY CHRIS SLATTERY
GVL COLUMNIST

KRISTINE HANDY
Freshman, allied health sciences
Edwardsburg, Mich.

"No, they shouldn't be taken into
consideration because race and
gender don't have anything to
do with an individual's academic
ability."

KATIE HARVEY
Freshman, allied health sciences
Niles, Mich.
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I’m a writer, which
means I either love sports
(and will become a sports
writer) or sports metaphors
(and will become homeless
in two month’s time). In
my case, I actually like us
ing sports as a way of de
scribing non-sporty things,
as sports themselves are
not my (Matt) Forte. I’m
a fan of mulligans, second
base,and — perhaps most
applicable — the home
stretch.
That is where we are
now, people. Spring Break
is over and we have noth
ing left to look forward to
until we cross that finish
line next month. Senioritis
has set in and for many

:<5vl OPINION POLICY

■opics of interest to the Grand Val
ley Community. Student opinions
J
not reflect those of the Grand
J
Lanthorn.
•jrtie Grand Valley Lanthorn
* Welcomes reader viewpoints and
* toffers three vehicles of ex pres
don for reader opinions: letters
a the editor, guest columns and
J phone responses.
* fetters must include the author's
«}»me and be accompanied by
♦Jurrcnt picture identification if
! chopped off in person. Letters will
jit checked by an employee of the
J tkand Valley Lanthorn

Letters appear as space permits
each issue. The limit for letter
length is one page, single spaced
The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense letters and columns
for length restrictions and clarity
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley lanthorn will
not be held responsible for errors
that appear in print as a result of
transcribing handwritten letters or
e-mail typographic errors
The name of the author may be
withheld for compelling reasons
The content, information and views
expressed are not approved by nor
necessarily represent those of the
university, its Board of Trustees,
officers, faculty and staff

large number of graduat
ing students, and while 1
used to say it’s just all in
your head. I wish to add an
addendum (a phrase that is
redundantly superfluous):
duh. Senioritis is a psy
chosomatic disorder, and
the biggest problem is that
there are no good drugs out
there for it. While some
of the symptoms may be
physical, such as Cheetos
belly or the idea that a
messy bun is acceptable
for ten days in a row, the
source is in the mind.
This kind of lethargy is
different from everything
else, it seems. It has come
from out of left field. There
has been no other time
where updating your iPod
has felt so important or
learning how to do make
origami cranes so crucial.
It is as if your brain has
turned against you and
wants any useless stimula
tion available. The very

things you need to do to
graduate are the things you
desire least to do. How
messed up is that?
Will there be a second
wind, or will you let this
affliction knock you down
for the count? It’s impos
sible to tell at this point. At
this point, the best advice
I can give is to squash (or
racquetball) these lazy
thoughts and keep your
nose to the grindstone,
which 1 doubt is a sports
analogy (I’m actually
not sure at all what that
procedure is in reference
to, apart from medieval
rhinoplasty).
There’s about one
month to go still and if we
want to get a bull’s-eye on
this semester (meh, darts
counts as a sport), we have
to just power through this
seventh-inning stretch.
This isn’t a game anymore.

cslattery@ lanthorn com

Reasons why you are broke

ft---------------- ---------------*,y
»JThe ultimate goal of the Grand
1 Afalley Lanthorn opinion page is to
Irtimulatc discussion and action on

of us, it’s a crippling,
debilitating syndrome that
inflames the apathy gland
and increases slackihg
production, so close to the
end of the season.
I remember this feeling
from high school, which
feels like an entire Obama
administration ago (plus
a year). Every paper takes
twice as long to serve up,
every online assignment
gets interrupted by con
stant Facebook updating
(usually “This homework
is taking forevvvvvvver!”)
and my allergies are acting
up. Focus and drive are as
absent as half the students
in class.
So as we race to the
finish, how do we stop
ourselves from stepping
too far out of bounds and
ending up in overtime
(summer school)?
I honestly wish I knew.
Senioritis (or whatever you
want to call it) affects a

BY KEVIN VANANTWERPEN
GVL COLUMNIST

Why hello. Thank you
for stopping by, you poor
miserable little college stu
dent. I know you have to
go write an essay or rob a
liquor store in order to pay
your rent, but1 think you’ll
really be glad you took the
time to read this.
As I write. I’m sipping
on a specialty blend of
scotch that I commissioned

NASA to design after the
space shuttle industry went
to hell. Oh. and I’m also
smoking a cigar rolled with
Donald Trump’s hair. So
obviously, I am no stranger
to money. Now I’m sure
you’re wondering why I
get to sit atop my golden
tower and look down on
you less wealthy folk
like little ants (Oh! Does
anyone have a magnifying
glass?).
Well fortunately for
you, my heart is as large as
my pocketbook. So, out of
total charity, I will tell you
why you’re miserable.
Work Ethic

I know some of you
ond kitchen on my yacht
people out there like to
with actual Persian tiger
blame your misfortunes on
fur. But there’s a difference
trivialities by saying things
between us. I’m not poor.
like “there are no jobs in
I have one word for you
the market” or “it’s really
people: Ramen. It’s like
hard to work 10 hours in
the bread of life for lazy
a factory right after I get
college hippies. You can
my chemo treatment.”
get like 20 bags for almost
But come on now — this
zero dollars, and I’m sure
country wasn’t founded on
there are plenty of great
lazy-ass whiners. It was
nutrients in there. Like founded on blood, sweat
you know - carbs and calo
and tears (mostly of the
ries and stuff. Plus those
natives we slaughtered for
seasoning packets are sure
the land, but also because
to have rat feces that fell
of our hard work).
in at the processing plant.
Out -of-control -spe ndi ng Great source of protein.
Yeah, so maybe I spent
kvanantwerpen@
$500,000 to carpet the seclanthorn.com

; I your space
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Why health care is not
a universal human right
Lately, I have heard
many Obamacare
proponents claim that
receiving health care is a
universal human right.
I will not address who
should pay for health
care, or Capitalism vs.
Socialism, but only
challenge the concep
tion held by some that
health care is something
that we are all naturally
entitled to. If we accept
that liberty is a universal
human right however, it
is impossible for health
care to be considered
such.
The right to receive
health care directly
conflicts with personal
liberty.
First, liberty must be
defined. Liberty is our
right to choose, in every
way, how to live and
pursue happiness.
Two rights are im
plied in this definition:
life, which is necessary
in order to have liberty,
and the right to pur
sue happiness, which
requires liberty. These
three rights are the
foundation of the United
States, the rights which
the entire American
system of government is
designed to protect.
There are limits on

liberty, however, if it a
universal human right.
Let’s say that because I
have liberty I can choose
to force someone to
give me an oil change.
This violates the other
person’s liberty; if I had
the right to do this, then
they wouldn’t truly have
liberty and so liberty
would not be universal.
Thus, in order for
liberty to be a universal
human right, it must be
limited to choosing al
ternatives which do not
violate another person’s
liberty. In accordance
with the modern inter
pretation of the Declara
tion of Independence,
let’s assume that liberty
is in fact universal.
In relation to liberty,
we can look at health
care in the same way as
an oil change. Both are
services, which must
be performed by some
person.
A doctor and a me
chanic are both humans,
presumably, which
means that they both
have liberty. As in the
case of the oil change, I
cannot force the doc
tor to provide me with
medical care without
violating her liberty. It is
within the realm of her

liberty to deny me this
service.
This is not to say that
doing so is a morally
acceptable act by her,
because she could be
failing to fulfill an obli
gation that she has as a
doctor to provide medi
cal care for anyone in
need of it; however, the
immorality in this case
would arise from (1) the
doctor failing to fulfill
an obligation which she
freely accepted and (2)
a failure to protect my
right to life, not from a
violation of some right
that I hold which gives
me permission to force
her to treat me. This
rests on the fact that the
source of an obligation
is not always a right.
So, if we accept the
principle that liberty is
a universal human right,
then we cannot rightful
ly claim that receiving
health care is, too.
Our liberty grants us
the right to buy health
care when it is available
for purchase, but we are
not entitled to receive it.
without payment.
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CASEY VANDENBERG
Sophomore,
philosophy major

WANT TO SEE YOUR WORK IN THE LANTHORN?
SEND YOURSPACE SUBMISSIONS TO:
EDITORIAL@LANTHORN.COM
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| VISIT LANTHORN.COM/MULTIMEDIA
v GVSU club rowing team travels to Florida for extensive training over spring break

GVL / Anya Zantmayar

^rainstorm: Peter Wampler, associate professor of geology
|GVSU, and senior Camille McBride, a natural resource
^management major, discuss potential ways to get students
* jnvolved in raising money to bring a Haitian student to GVSU.

V Prof, student look to
\evive Empowering Haiti
Through Education Fund
BY ANYA ZENTMEYER
GVL MANAGING EDITOR

In 2010, the country of
Haiti was hit with one of the
worst-ever natural disasters
fn the Western Hemisphere,
leaving its capitol Port-auPrince in ruins. Though
time has passed since the di
saster, the tragedy of the de
struction around them still
floods the lives of Haitians
each day.
However, Peter Wampler,
associate professor of geol
ogy at Grand Valley State
University, along with se’nior natural resource man
agement major Camille
McBride, is continuing ef
forts to help the nation he
has become so invested in.
1 Though a little over a
year ago Wampler began
an the Empowering Haiti
Through Education Fund,
fundraising numbers still
‘rest around 25 percent of the
first goal of $30,000, which
has a five-year window of
achievement and would al
low the fund to become per
manent.
After the first goal of
$30,000 is met, it would
take an additional $250,000
to actually bring a Haitian
student to GVSU to attend
classes on the Allendale
Campus — a lofty goal that
Wampler and McBride both
agree gets to the root of Hai
ti’s problem: education.
“All of the aid that was
flown in and shipped in
to help them, it was pret
ty much just a temporary
fix,” McBride said. “They
■weren’t getting at the root of
the problem and I think that
.this is really about education
and not just about fixing a
water problem. You can fix
it, but when you leave they
don’t know what to do.”
^ Wampler,
alongside
QVSU admissions office’s
Chris Hendree and students
Jared Kohler and Andrew
Sission, spent time in Haiti
last March talking with stu
dents and administrators
there in attempt to better
shape Wampler’s Haitian
student fund.
“There are certainly im
provements that have hap
pened, I don’t want to say
there weren’t any improve
ments, but I think what Ca
mille said is true,” Wampler
said. “That education is the
root problem. Even if you
did fix every building in
,Port Au Prince, it wouldn’t
[fix the root problem of Haiti,
'which is really lack of access
{to education and the ability
• to pull themselves up and fix
•these things. They certainly
[have the ability, but there’s
{not the opportunity.”

McBride and Wampler
are currently brainstorm
ing more ways to get stu
dents, faculty and staff at
GVSU more engaged with
the effort, which is currently
stalled, they think, simply
due to lack of awareness.
So far, they have created
a student club, utilized social
media outlets like Facebook
to gamer more manpower
and raise awareness about
the effort and possible part
nerships with other on-cam
pus organizations, academic
departments or groups to
spawn some sort of largescale fundraising effort.
“One of the things I
would love to have happen
is to get a lot of students
excited about the effort. Be
cause right now, there hasn’t
been a lot of connection
with students,” Wampler
said. “If we can get stu
dents behind it, we can at
least raise awareness. Even
though they may not have
money to give, they can at
least increase excitement
and awareness.”
Though she said at the
time of the earthquake, the
constant media attention
was enough to keep Haiti in
her thoughts, McBride her
self said prior to a classroom
visit from Wampler to talk
about Haiti, their on-going
struggle was sort of “out of
sight, out of mind.”
“When (Wampler) came
to talk to our class, I was
shocked to find out that
there hasn’t been much im
provement,” she said. “They
don’t have the infrastructure
to rebuild buildings, the
kids are learning in tents
and it’s an awful situation.
So I think awareness is key,
because it’s not that people
don’t want to help, it’s that
they don’t know about it.”
Wampler said, realisti
cally, he hopes to be com
memorating the Jan. 10,
2014, anniversary of the
Haitian earthquake by clear
ing the first $30,000 hurdle
and getting one step closer
to bringing a student to GVSU’s campus.
“Then at least you’ve
proved that it’s a viable
cause and you can go to
other people and say, ‘OK,
we’ve got this, but can
you help us get to the next
step,”* Wampler said. “If we
can get a critical mass, then
we can do something.”
If an individual or group
is interesting in helping the
Empowering Haiti Through
Education
fund,
con
tact Wampler by email at
wamplerp@gvsu.edu or at
his office,616-331-2834.
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CARR

Former GV comerback
signs contract with
Dallas Cowboys

i

Former GrandValley State
University football • player
Brandon Carr signed a fiveyear, $50.1 million contract
with the Dallas Cowboys on
Wednesday. Details regard
ing guaranteed money with
the contract were not imme
diately ayailable.
Carr, who was drafted
by the Kansas City Chiefs in
the fifth round of the 2008
NFL Draft, spent the first five
years of his career in Kansas
City before signing with Dal
las this week.
He'll bring 211 total tack
les and eight-career inter
ceptions to a Cowboys team
that ranked No. 23 in pass
defense last year, allowing
244.1 yards per game.
Carr, a member of two
NCAA Division II National
Championship teams during
his time at GVSU, was named
the GLIAC Defensive Back of
the year in 2007 to go with
All-GLIAC and All-American
honors in the same year.
The contract will put Carr
as one of the highest-paid
cornerbacks during the early
stages of free agency. His
$50.1 million contract ranks
similarly to the one Cortland
Finnegan signed with the St.
Louis Rams and exceeds the
one former Detroit Lions cor
ner Eric Wright signed with
theTampa Bay Buccaneers.
Along with Carr, Jack
sonville Jaguars offensive
tackle Cameron Bradfield
and Cincinnati Bengals line
backer Dan Skuta remain as
the three former Lakers in
the NFL.
GVSU

SCHEDULE
M. SWIM AND DIVE

Thursday at NCAA
National Championships,
All day

Friday at NCAA National
Championships, All day
Saturday at NCAA
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Far from home: After a long day on the Manatee River in Florida, GVSU senior rowing team members Jimmy Wilkie andTucker Anderson help bring in the eight.

LAKER ROWING TEAMS GAIN CONFIDENCE AFTER TRAINING OVER SPRING BREAK
“The kids put in a lot of training,” tomed to rowing on the water, so the afternoon. GVSU could begin to
said head coach John Bancheri. during the scrimmage we were a bit see the results of the heavy training
“They rowed about 30 miles a day. more prepared to face our competi as the week progressed.
The team came
or most college students, I think they did well.”
tion.”
away feeling con
spring break is a time to re
At the end of the week, GVSU
For GVSU, it ^
fident about the
lax, enjoy the beach and wind took part in a scrimmage against was rewarding to /
"I think our
down from the daily grind that the University of Pennsylvania’s see their hard work
spring
season.
However, with as
comes with college.
varsity team, as well as the Georgia pay off against the
expectations are
much
headway
Not for the Grand Valley State Tech University club team. Bancheri scrimmage at the
higher now as
as GVSU made,
University club rowing teams.
came away from the scrimmage end of the week
a result of our
Bancheri still feels
The Lakers used the week-long pleased with his team responded to against other com
successes from our
like his team has
vacation to prepare for the upcom their training.
petition.
GVSU
training. Right now,
room to improve.
ing spring rowing season. GVSU
“The results at the end of the came away from
we just have to get
“I think our
scrimmage
used the opportunity to gain valu week were fantastic,” he said. “We the
mileage in."
expectations are
able time on the water, after they hung right in there and gave them a feeling optimistic
higher now as a
took.part in the WoHtL Indoor Row- great race. That in itself shows that about their upcomresult of our suf>we*aifHi gfQg^week.^he,"i«N^ta#fQt; spring season
cess from our
“I know that if
“We definitely put in a lot of speak for themselves.”
JOHN BANCHERI
training,” he said.
miles,” said junior Dominic KootsilThe rowers feel more confident we can improve in
HEAD COACH
“Right now we
las-Conybeare. “Coach’s motto is this year coming away from this that short amount
‘mileage makes champions,’ so spring break than last year’s. One of time, then in '
just have to get
that’s basically how he designed explanation is that GVSU had more the weeks to come
the mileage in.
Our technique is
winter break, a lot of long rows to experience on the water before com with more training,
it will be a good season,” said fresh still a long way off to where it neetjs
get into the swing of rowing after the ing into spring break.
to be. We are on the right track, but
winter season of indoor training.”
“Last year we didn’t start as ear man Carey Mankins.
GVSU traveled to Ellington, ly in the water, so we kind of got a
GVSU held two practice sessions now it’s just a matter of putting in
Fla., to conduct their spring train head start this year going into spring per day. One in the morning that the time and the mileage.”
ing, working in the water there from break,” Kootsillas-Conybeare said. would start at 7 a.m. and would last
%
J
March 2 to 10.
bderouin @ lanthorn .com
“We were a little bit more accus- for two hours, as well as a session in
BY BRYCE DEROUIN
GVL STAFF WRITER
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National Championships,
All day

W. SWIM AND DIVE

Thursday at NCAA

5 lead team effort in Championship run

National Championships,
All day

BY ZACH SEPANIK
GVL STAFF WRITER

Friday at NCAA National
Championships, All day

Sports are always big
ger than the individual, but
when five athletes take home
first-place in their respective
events, as the Grand Valley
State University women’s
track and field team did at
the 2012 NCAA Division II
Indoor National Champion
ships, that individual success
helps the entire team.
With a total of 94 team
points, the women locked up
their second straight indoor
national title on Saturday. The
team had a number of out
standing performances, but
there were five athletes who
were superior to any other in
their field.
Junior Sam Lockhart set an
NCAA Division II National
Championship meet record
when she won her first indi
vidual national championship
in the weight throw. Her toss
of 67 feet, 6 inches was even
more than her expectations.
“My goal this season was
to score as many points as I
could for the team, and my
two overall throwing goals
were to throw 20 meters [65
feet. 72 inches) in the weight

Thursday at NCAA
National Championships,
All day

W LACROSSE

Friday vs. Lindenwood,
4 p.m.
Sunday vs. Urbana, Noon
M.TENNIS

Saturday at Lake Superior,
10 a.m.

Sunday at MichiganTech,
10 a.m.

BASEBALL

Saturday at Urbana, 1 p.m.
Saturday at Urbana,
3:30 p.m.

Sunday at Urbana, Noon
SOFTBALL

Saturday at Walsh, 1 p.m.
Saturday at Walsh, 3 p.m.
Sunday at Urbana, 1 p.m.
Sunday at Urbana, 3 p.m.
M. GOLF

Saturday at NKU Spring
Classic, All day

Sunday at NKU Spring
Classic, All day

GVL Archive

Such great heights: Sophomore Kristen Hixson pole vaults
during a past meet. Hixson and four of the women's track
and field team members took first place in their events.

St. Patrick’s Day Specials
Pages A5 and A6
4

throw and 16 meters in the
shot put,” Lockhart said. “I
would have never thought I
would have the weight throw
National Championship meet
record. 1 worked really hard
and it ended up paying off.”
Meanwhile, senior Lauren
Buresh, competing in her final
indoor meet, won the individ
ual title in the shot put when
she recorded a throw of 5210.25. She beat out Lockhart
by 5.50 inches.
The daily competition be
tween the team’s two strong
throwers only improves their
skills and desire to win. The
same is true for the pole vault,
in which sophomore Kristen
Hixson tallied a career-best
vault of 13-01.50. earning her
first place just ahead of senior
teammate Jocelyn Kuksa.
“Not only is it nice having
support as a teammate, but we
practice every day together,”
Hixson said. “It is always nice
to have competition at practice
to push you. I was just hoping
to get a (personal record) mark
and jump over 13 feet, which
would hopefully have landed
me in the top three.”
The field teams’ success
was met by the distance crew.
Graduate student Rachel

Patterson set an NCAA Divi
sion II National Champion
ship meet record of her own in
the 5.000-meter run. Her time
of 16 minutes, 728 second^,
blew by the old record set fiy
former Laker distance runner
Mandi Zemba (16:16.77).
“From the distance aspect,
it seemed like we needed to
make a big impact with the
few people that we had,” Pat
terson said. “I knew they had
won this championship last
year so it was a little added
pressure to keep that up arid
not let everybody down.”
Patterson was also a part of
the distance medley team that
also set an NCAA Division II
National Championship meet
record. Along with fellow
grad student Betsy Graney
and sophomores Leiah HeSs
and Lisa Galasso, the group
finished in a time of 11:2335.
"Coming here they had
some faith that I could an
chor it,” Patterson said. “It
adds a whole new element
because you have three other
people’s races on the line. '...
Being the last person, I dort’t
want to screw up what every
single person did to get to that
point.”
zsepanik ® lanthorrfcOm
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Fresh start: Students utilize the new turf at the site of Grand Valley State University's new South Complex, which will play host to the first-ever home game for the GVSU women's lacrosse team.

South Complex opens gates for varsity athletics to IMs
BY BRADY FREDERICKSEN
GVL SPORTS EDITOR

Friday will provide a spe; rial day for Grand Valley State
^University. Not only will it be
;'the first home game for the
new women’s lacrosse team,
;,but it will also represent the
christening of the new South
l'Complex.
a Serving as the new home
for the newest varsity sport
'«$ GVSU, the complex will
as a welcoming location

2r

for the team in their first home
contest against Lindenwood
University on Friday.
“Obviously, it’s extremely
exciting to have a home field
built specifically for them,
one not shared,” said GVSU
women’s lacrosse coach Ali
cia Groveston. “It’s great to
have a school so supportive of
what were doing ”
Located west of the cur
rent soccer field, the South
Complex will serve as a home
field few not only the lacrosse

team, but also the men’s and
women’s track teams. This
represents a change from pre
vious years.
The last home track meet,
then hosted in Lubbers Sta
dium, was the 2005 GLIAC
Championship meet. GVSU
will host its first dual meet
since when Saginaw Valley
State University comes to
town on March 31.
“It really raises the whole
level of our operation form
an outdoor perspective,” said

GVSU head track and field
coach Jerry Baltes. “We’re
really excited to get going
... for our kids to not have to
travel and miss as much class
is huge, and having friends
and family closer to come and
watch is great.”
Approved in 2010 as an
$83 million project, the com
plex will serve as both a hub
for varsity sports as well as
club and intramural sports
with a pair of turf softball
fields along with soccer fields.

“With the tremendous
growth in our intramural and
club sports programs, it’s im
portant for us too provide the
facilities to have all those par
ticipate as best they can,” said
GVSU Athletic Director Tim
Selgo. “Now, with artificial
turf and lights, we’ll be able to
expand those even further.”
Selgo said he expects in
creased participation in the
intramural and club sports at
GVSU, but the most appar
ent date for the South Com

plex still stands at Sunday’s
lacrosse game.
“We’re obviously very ex
cited about it ... it has been
a long process, not only in
the construction of the South
Complex but also the imple
mentation of our women’s
lacrosse program,” Selgo said.
“I hope our campus commu
nity will come out at 4 o’clock
and really support our wom
en’s lacrosse team.

sports @ lanthorn rom

X preps for first-ever home game
BY JON VAN ZYTVELD
GVL STAFF WRITER

W:

' ith their first-ever
home game on
Friday, the Grand
Valley State University
women’s lacrosse team is
putting in the practice time
-to be ready to continue the
.tradition of Laker athletic
excellence.
, . “The GVSU community
.has been so supportive of
us,” said GVSU head coach
,Alicia Groveston. “We just
i.want to give back with this
first home game. Playing in
front of a home crowd is un
believable; it will be a great
moment for us.”
, After a spring break de;but in North Carolina that
put the Lakers 1-3, the team
is committed to improving
for Friday’s game against
•Lindenwood
University
(4-2) and playing a strong
;igame for their supporters.
“It’s been a learning ex
perience so far,” said asijsistant coach Erika Walker.
•j“Our team has had some
growing pains in moving
MTom high school games to
;!the speed and physicality of
;!college games.
* “We’re looking to put to
gether two complete halves
;and improve our chemistry
•for Friday.”

For the Lakers, Friday’s
game is the culmination
of several years of work,
which recently resulted in
the team’s institution as a
varsity sport.
The men’s lacrosse team
currently plays at a club
level.
“We have been putting
this together for two years
now,”
Groveston
said.
“Some of the players have
worked so hard for this mo
ment, it’s their time to shine,
and it’s their time to show
what they’ve done for the
last few years.
“We just want to go out
there and show everyone
that we are here.”
With her team about to
mark their first appearance
playing at GVSU, freshman
defender Alexia O’Connor,
like her team mates, said she
is excited and ready to show
why her team deserved the ‘
varsity slot.
“Everyone is so excited
for Friday,” she said. “I
know a lot of parents will be
there and it will be a great
game. We all really love la
crosse and we want to go out
there and play a good game
for our supporters. We just
have to keep up the intensity
for the whole time.”
The Lakers are com
mitted not only to a strong

season, but also to the estab
lishment of a strong and sta
ble program that will bring
success in future years.
“The girls that are here
realize that we could have
some great success, and
that’s a great thing, but it
does take time to build a
program,” Groveston said.
“We’re looking to build
that foundation so that we
can continually improve as
a team and as a varsity pro
gram at GVSU.”
While the Lakers are
aware of the high-level of
play that Lindenwood will
bring to the game, the team
remains confident in their
ability and talent.
“We’re waiting for that
moment when all the lightbulbs click, and we’re think
ing that this first home game
could be it,” Groveston said.
“We know that we have the
talent to win, it’s just put
ting everything together and
getting all the pieces of the
puzzle in the right spot. If
we play to the best of our
ability, there isn’t an oppo
nent on our schedule that we
can’t beat.”
The Lakers will hit the
field for the team’s first
home game, and first game
in GVSU’s new South Com
plex, Friday at 4 p.m.

Jvanzytveld@ lanthorn .com

GVL / Robert Mathews

Practice makes perfect: Freshman lacrosse players Rachel Leibovitz shoots against freshman
Sam Szegedi during practice on Grand Valley State University's new South Complex turf.
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Lakers cooling off
Offense slows as GV Lakers split doublehead
BY STEPHANIE DEIBLE
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GVL ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

GVL Archive

Serve it up: Senior Dan Jarboe serves in a past match.The former club tennis player has made
his mark with the varsity team this season, earning a 3-1 record by playing as the No. 6 player.

MOVIN’ ON UP
Previous club play helps senior make varsity cut
BY MELANIE HUHN
GVL STAFF WRITER

on our team. He supports all
of us, works hard and moti
vates all of us to work hard

“The addition of a knowl
edgeable and helpful staff
allows for a more complete
analysis of one’s same and

Offense was hard to
come by for the Grand Val
ley State University softball
team in their home opener,
but small ball helped propel
the Lakers to a doublehead
er split with St. Joseph’s
College.
Although it is early in
the season, a split with the
Pumas (12-4) may be criti
cal in the Midwest Region
al rankings later on down
the road.
“Coming into the game
we knew that this was an in
region team,” senior catcher
Carli Raisutis said. “So we
wanted to win both. Get
ting a split was good, but
we wanted to win both.”
GVSU (12-2) was outhit by its opponent 11-16
and had to work to earn a
split.
In game one, Saint Jo
seph’s pushed a run across
in the fifth inning to take
a 1-0 lead on GVSU. The
Lakers, who had only man
aged one hit through the
first four innings, turned
to small ball to regain the
lead.
“Sometimes you have to
figure out what’s going to
work,” GVSU head coach
Doug Woods said. “We
hadn’t been hitting, so you
got to try and come up with
something.”
A pair of Puma errors,
one of which followed a
bunt single by junior out
fielder Emily Jones, brought
up GVSU’s two hottest hit
ters as of late in junior Nel
lie Kosola and sophomore
Briauna Taylor.
“We thought let’s just
try and get someone on
base and bunt her over,”
Woods > said. “And then
they threw the ball away
and that helped. Then your
bigger hitters come up and
hit after that.”
Kosola and Taylor, who
are leading the team with
.532 and .465 batting av
erages respectively, came
through with back-to-back
singles to give GVSU a
lead it would not relin
quish. The Lakers held on
for a 3-2 victory.
Senior Andrea Nichol
son went the distance in
the circle, allowing six hits
throughout the contest.
In game two, GVSU
appeared as though they
would score runs early in
the game. With one out,
and runners on first and
third the Lakers were in

| n high school, many
letes dream alibouf* i
ing*a collegiate sj
Despite joining new
often don’t make it to the been able to transition from
teammates halfway through
next level. For Dan Jarboe, club to varsity with ease.
“The transition from their season, Jarboe has
a senior on the Grand Valley
State University men’s ten the club team to the varsity climbed his way up into
nis team, he refused to put team was dramatic,” Jar the lineup and is known for
down his racket and contin boe said. “The practice and making “forcing opponents
ued to play on the club team, match schedule, quality of to go out and beat him.”
“Despite only being a
which has given him the op play, and overall passion for
portunity of a lifetime after the game was noticeably in part of the team for a few
months, the players from
moving up to the varsity creased.”
Compared to his previous both the men’s and women’s
level earlier this winter.
As a freshman, Jarboe seasons on the club team, Jar team have welcomed me
didn’t want to give up his boe had to get used to playing into their circle with en
love for tennis just yet, which nine matches, five more than a thusiasm,” Jarboe said. “I
led him to join the GVSU regular club match, and learn am thrilled to have become
club tennis team three years how different the scoring was friends with these excep
ago. A few friends from at the varsity level while with tional players and look for
high school piqued his inter the club team played “no ad” ward to forming lifelong
est and he thought it would scoring. Once of the biggest memories with them all,
be the perfect compromise, game changer for Jarboe was both on and off the court.”
giving him enough time for the addition of a coaching
huhn @ lanthorn .com
staff.
sports and schoolwork.
Earlier this year, Jarboe
was offered a spot on the
men’s varsity team due to
the team falling short a few
players after losing some to
VAUfY
injuries and academic in
eligibility. At the time, the
team only had three healthy
players and GVSU’s men’s
and women’s tennis head
coach John Black looked to
Jarboe.
“Great guy, and as a se
nior coming in there is defi
nitely the leadership there
you wouldn’t get from a
Prints
freshman or sophomore and
just the level of responsibil
ity and maturity is great,”
T-shirts
Black said. “Besides the
tennis, he has added quite a
Mugs
bit to the team as a person,
while being supportive and
Postcards
be a leader on and off the
court.”
Morel
The first steps really be
gan when Black started to
look at the club team and
asked a few guys on the
team to talk to Jarboe about
moving up. After a “quick
PRICES START AT $6
call” to his parents, a series
of emails and tryouts, Jar
boe was given the exciting
All pictures printed In the Lanthorn
news that he was joining the
team.
and more available!
“Dan is a great fit for
our team,” said senior Josh
VISIT LANTHORN.COM TODAY!
Kazdan. “He has definitely
has made a positive impact

I
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Fastball: Senior pitcher Andrea Nicholson plays in a past •*
game. Nicholson allowed six hits in her start onTuesday.

a prime position to score.
However, a line-drive-dou
ble-play halted their scor
ing threat.
Woods said the double
play swung the momen
tum in the favor of Saint
Josephs.
“You are a great Scoring
opportunity and- then - you
lose track how many outs
there are as a base runner
and it takes you right out
of the inning,” Woods said.
“You’ve got to be able to
bounce back from that.”
The Pumas took advan
tage of GVSU’s missed op
portunities and scored five
unanswered runs of their

own, handing GVSU a 5-0
defeat.
Kosola led the team in
the nightcap with two hits
and a walk.
“As a lead-off hitter, I
just do what I can to get on
base,” said Kosola, who hit
ai triple iW the sixth inning
of --game
Assistant
coachj Dana (Callihan] ds
really on me this year, so I
just try to do what I can To
start the game off well.” T
GVSU will be back in
action on Saturday at<1
p.m. when they travel <10
Walsh University.

<g>
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NOW HIRING

JOB REQUIREMENTS
10 hours per week
Lxperience with Mac OSX, and Adobe

____

InDesign, Illustrator, and Photoshop

JOB DESCRIPTION
Complete rough layout construction for each
issue
Learn Pest prat nets for Newspaper Ad Design
Design lanthorn Marketing Pieces
Create Ads to Client's specifications and meet
biweekly deadlines

EXPERIENCE YOU WILL GAIN
Gaining more knowledge and experience
with Adobe programs
Advertising Design Portfolio
Meeting biweekly deadlines
Collaboration with others

WHEN DO I START?
Position open to start In August tor
Fall 2012

COMPENSATION.
$8.10 per hour

IF INTERESTED

Pic k up an apptk fttkm born fir*
Kirkhotvtrot<itnvvijrh •
i portfolio, resume, and covor letter

IturihamOffice 005 1
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR BRIANA DOOLAN

ANNUAL

/RETURNS TO GV
BY BRIANA DOOLAN
GVL A&E EDITOR

ach year, directors and as
sistant directors at Grand
L— Valley State University’s
Housing and Residence Life Of
fice work together to coordinate
and plan a drag show event. The
Housing and Residence Life Office
will do it again tonight at 8 p.m. in
the Louis Armstrong Theater with
the sixth-annual Drag Show, featur
ing the group “Power Divas.”
Put on by Drag Queens (men per
forming as women), and sometimes
Drag Kings (women performing as
men),a drag show performance includes
a host who introduces the show and each
performer and a number of different acts,
including singing and dancing, who en
tertain the audience, said Dexter Eamey,
an assistant living center director.
Takeelia Garrett-Lynn, an assistant di
rector at the Housing and Residence Life
Office, said the drag show idea originated
from the former multi-cultural assistant
(MA) program that used to be contained
within the Housing and Residence Life of
fice.
“The students who served in the MA
position were excited to bring drag to
GVSU, though it would be a controversial
program.” Garrett-Lynn said. “Some were
hesitant at first, but Housing decided to
support the students and go ahead with the
program.”
The first drag show took place in 2006.
“The first show was completely packed,
with tons of students packed in the aisles

and standing in the back of the room,” Gar
rett-Lynn said. “The show was a huge suc
cess with absolutely no problems. The last
three years the show has attracted a packed
room of students who learn a lot and end
up having a great time. The drag show has
been collaborating with the same Power Di
vas since the very first drag show.”
Amy Joa, a living center director, said
there are numerous reasons to have the drag
show on campus.
“It is an impactful, educational op
portunity for our campus population to be
able to learn about a new culture, one that
many people are unfamiliar with,” Joa said.
“Having the show here allows for students,
faculty, staff, etc to enjoy a drag experience
in a safer, more familiar environment.”
Despite the many misconceptions mem
bers of the community may have about
drag, the show will allow for those misun
derstandings to be cleared up, Joa said.
The drag show is ultimately a very
entertaining, fun experience that we want to
bring to our community,” Joa said.
Joa and the other living center directors
and assistant directors said they would en
courage students to step out of their comfort
zone and check out the show regardless of
their previous thoughts or views on drag.
Those who attend will also have the
opportunity to learn about drag culture
and other related topics including learn
ing LGBT terms and definitions, having

GVL Archive

Dressed to kill: A performer croons on the mic during a past Drag Show event at Grand Valley
State University.This years' event will feature the group "Power Divas" and will be tonight at 8
p.m. in the Louis Armstrong Theater in the Performing Arts Center at the Allendale Campus.

a conversation about gender norms and
identity and coming to understand drag as
an art form versus a permanent way of life.
There will be a slide show playing before
and after the performances with definitions
and terms, as well as a question and answer
session at the end where audience members
are encouraged to ask any question they
like, without feeling uncomfortable.
Students can also wait to ask their ques
tions at the event or can Tweet questions
with the hashtag tfgvsudragshow.
Attendees are encouraged to bring an
item to donate to the Women’s Center’s
Student Food Pantry.
It is drag show tradition for audi
ence members to tip the performers

"The last three years
the show has attracted a
packed room of students
who learn a lot and end up
having a great time."
AMY JOA

LIVING CENTER DIRECTOR
while they are onstage for their performane, so the group is also encouraging
attendees to bring dollar bills for tips.
The show is free for all students, staff, fac
ulty and community members.

arts@ lanthorn .com
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Courtesy photo / Great American Country

Country crooner: Up-and-coming country star Justin Moore (pictured) will visit GVSU for
Spotlight Productions' spring concert.Tickets, which start at $10, are on sale at the 20/20 Desk.
...

Spotlight presents
singer Justin Moore
BY STEPHANIE ALLEN
GVL STAFF WRITER
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Call 1-800-745 3000
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Tickets are now on sale at the 20/20 In
formation Desk in the Kirkhof Center on
Grand Valley State University’s Allendale
Campus for this year’s spring concert, fea
turing up-and-coming country artist Justin
Moore with local guests The Kari Lynch
Band on April 12 to the Fieldhouse Arena.
Tickets are $10 for GVSU students; $15
for faculty, staff and alumni and $20 for
general admission. There are 4,000 tickets
are available for the show, brought to GVSU
by the student-run programming board
Spotlight Productions, and about 500 have
already been sold.
Moore is known for several No. 1 hits,
including “Small Town USA’’ and “If Heav
en Wasn’t So Far Away,” as well as the top
10 song “Backwoods.”
Claire Fellin, vice president of marketing
with Spotlight Productions, said they saw a
lot of interest from students in country artists
and GVSU hasn’t had a country performer
since Josh Gracin came in 2007.
“We knew we wanted to do a different
genre and Justin Moore is an up-and-coming
country star,” said Natalie Wozniak. Spot
light Productions music committee chair.
The Grand Rapids-native Kari Lynch
Band broke into the country scene about three
years ago and has since gained a distinct fan
base, which should provide a larger turnout
on April 12. Wozniak said. She said they have
been working together to help spread Lynch’s
name and the GVSU performance.

“With the opening act, Kari Lynch, we
thought having a guy and girl to comple
ment each other and their styles are kind of
similar, so it was good to have a national act
and then a local flair to it too,” Fellin said.
“It was a good match.”
Last year’s spring concert, a comedy
performance by YouTube star Bo Burnham,
sold out with 4,000 attendants, and Fellin
said they’re hoping to do it again this year
with Moore.
“We had a really good initial feedback
when we first announced it on Facebook and
ever since then we got pretty much com
pletely positive feedback, on Facebook at
least,” Fellin said. "I know the country fans
for sure are really pumped and they’re a re
ally good kind of crowd to come out. People
are really excited, and 1 am too.”
Spotlight Productions recommends stu
dents take advantage of the cheap price and
get tickets early because they are marketing
to local high schools and country bars. Be
cause Spotlight Productions has teamed up
with country radio station B-93, the concert
will be widely known throughout the Grand
Rapids area.
Doors open at 8 p.m. For more informa
tion, check out Justin Moore’s website at
bigmachinemusic.com/artist/justin_moore
and search Kari Lynch on Facebook.
Spotlight Productions is offering concert
information on their Facebook page. Con
tact concertsgv@gmail.com for more infor
mation.
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Announcements
Celebrate St. Patrick’s Day
with Buffalo Wild Wings, Sat
urday, March 17. Visit our
Wyoming location for St. Patrick’s Day specials and fun!

Female subleaser needed!
May-August. Mystic Woods
Apartments.
Rent
$410/month. Please email Al1 I e
at
gauthiea@mail.gvsu.edu if in
terested.

Female subleaser and room
mate needed. Copper Beech.
2 spots available in a
4bed/4.5bath. Free parking!
Contact me via call/text
(586)453-5945 or email yakiGVSU Facilities Services maj@mail.gvsu.edu.
thanks you for helping to re
duce energy, natural gas and Subleaser needed to take
water costs by making small over 12 month lease. Mead
changes to your daily routine! ows Crossing. Lease starts
July 10th. Currently 2 resid
Your pot of gold is closer ing
roommates.
Rent
than you think...Celebrate St. $419/month.
Email
Patrick’s Day with an ob lawheadl@mail.gvsu.edu
scenely delicious dub from
Menna’s Joint. The only legal Subleaser needed! Boltwood
joint in town. Located in 48 Apartments. Lease is from
West. Order online at men- 5/1-7/15. Rent $390/month.
$30 in utilities. For more info,
nasjoint.com
Contact Michelle at demouRoommates
rom@mail.gvsu.edu.
GVSU Facilities Services
thanks you for helping to re
duce energy, natural gas and
water costs by making small
changes to your daily routine!

1-2 Subleasers needed!
2012-2013. 48 West. Fur
nished 4bed Townhouse.
Rent is $445/month. For seri
ous inquiries, contact Travis
at mixt@mail.gvsu.edu

Subieaser
needed!
May-August 2012. Mystic
Woods. Own room & bath
room. Rent is $410/month. If
interested, please call Stefani
at (248) 933-9994.

2 Female roommates needed
for a house in Standale.
Lease beginning Aug. 2012.
Rent is $400/month (utilities
included) Please contact
Amy
at
sturrusa@mail.gvsu.edu for
info.

Subleaser needed! Copper
Beech
Townhouse.
2bed/2.5bath. If moved in by
April 1st, no deposit needed
& half of 1st month’s rent.
Call Mikisha via email or
phone: 574-514-2326/godsent318@aol.com.

Need a place this summer? Grand Rapids Community
Room in 48 West. I need College
Make lifelong friends. The Is someone to take my room Job Title: Tutor Counselor
land House Hotel and Ryba’s April-August. I am negotia Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Search Job ID: 15562021
Fudge Shops are looking for ble. 616-901-9209.
For more information visit
help in all areas: Front desk,
Internships
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs/
Bell Staff,Wait Stuff, Sales
Clerks, Kitchen, Baristas. Priority Health
Housing, bonus and dis Job Title: Consumer Experi Management Business Solu
counted
meals. ence Intern, Health Naviga tions
(906)-847-7196 www.theis- tion Intern, Medicare Care Job Title: Various internships
landhouse.com
Management Inter
available
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
For Sale
Search Job ID: 15562025, For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
Condos for sale! 2 bedroom, 15562026,15562027
2 bath condos just $62,900! For more information visit
Both remodeled. Private, www. g vsu. edu/lakerjobs
National Heritage Academies
quiet area. Near bus lines, 1
Job Title: Event Planning In
min. to campus, and 15 min. The Rapidian
tern
to GV. Open house; Sat. 3/17 Job Title: Various internships Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
1-3pm. Lake Michigan Dr. to available
Search Job ID: 15562106
40th Ave., north to condos Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
For more information visit
on west side. Laura Koetje, For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
Smith-Diamond
Realty www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
616-262-1303
or
Mill Steel Company
houses2buy.net________
Louis Padnos Iron & Metal Job Title: Inside Sales Sup
Housing
port Intern
Company
Job
Title:
Information
Tech
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
5bed/2bath. House for rent,
Salary: Paid
clean, recently painted, nology Intern
Location:
Grand
Rapids,
Ml
Search Job ID: 15560497
washer and dryer, stove, re
For more information visit
Salary:
$10/hr.
frigerator, basement storage,
Search
Job
ID:
15559909
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
close to GVSU Pew Down
town. 302 Gold NW. For more information visit
$1000/month plus utilities. www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Employment

Available August possibly
July 2012. 616-454-9666.
Godsire Global, LLC
At 48west enjoy individual Job Title: Domestic Market
leases, private bathrooms, ing Director
on-site bus stop & much & Foreign Marketing Director
more! Call today for leasing
Interns
information 616-895-2400, Location: Ionia, Ml
48west @ 48west. i nfo,
Search Job ID: 15562116
www.48west.com
For more information visit
Female needed to take over Subleaser needed! May-July
Apartments, www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
the rest of a lease starting 2012. 4 bed townhome. Rent Boltwood
Pet-Friendly, Huge Bed
May
1st.
48
West. $430/month. Guest parking rooms, & a Bus Stop. Leases
4bed/4.5bath.
Rent pas and residential parking start at $395.00 per month.
$430/month. Free parking pass free. Extra room avail Call today to schedule a tour. Innotec
pass.
Please call at able. Contact Stephanie at 616-895-5875.
Job Title: Finance/Account
www. boltwoodgvsu. com
ewings@mail.gvsu.edu.
(734)365-9810.
ing Intern
Female roommate needed! Subleaser needed! One room Campus View, live close to Location: Zeeland, Ml
May-July. Near Holland. Rent, w/own bath. May-July15th. campus and get the most for Search Job ID: 15562037
will be around $300, heat & Full Circle Townhouse. Rent your money. Apartments and For more information visit
available, www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
gas Included. Contact _$375/month plus electric. Townhouses
■n .rtflJfciMNr > ~ ii —«■»
a t Please contact Kaitlyn at tor- Leases start at $285.00 per
T her es a
ww
infill.......
kifami,
Lgvsu.edu
or
resk@mail.gvsu.edu
ol,<
I
n.
616-895-6678 or visit Faster
269-599-5442.
269-655-5976.
www.campusviewhousing.co Job Title: Sales Support In
tern
Female roommate needed! Services
m
Location: Indianapolis, IN
48 West 2012-2013 school
you
used Female subleaser needed Salary: $9/hr.
year. Can move-in in June. If
Fully furnished! Utilities Yaz/Yazmin/Ocella birth con from Feb-July at 48West. 3 Search Job ID: 15561841
shared with current room trol pills or NuvaRing Vaginal fun female roommates, Rent For more information visit
mates. Email Krista at goud- Ring Contraceptive between $420 plus utilities. It come www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs/
iek@mail.gvsu.edu for more 2001 and the present and with a lot of free amenities
developed blood clots, suf and room comes furnished
info.
fered a stroke, heart attack (bed, dresser and desk)
or required gall bladder re E-mail if you are interested
moval, you may be entitled to rosenbed@mail.gvsu.edu
compensation. Call Attorney
Charles
Johnson,
1-800-535-5727.
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Miscellaneous

Get Caught Promotion. Rules
and Restrictions. Only one
student or faculty is a winner
per issue. Readers will be
chosen at random through
out the week on campus.
The prize awarded is
to-be-determined at random
but may include gift cards,
t-shirts, etc. Winners are re
quested to have their picture
taken and answer some
questions to be published in
the Lanthorn.

Opportunities
Bartending. No Experience
Needed. High income
potential,...!rawing QQurses

Follow us

ONLY $10 DOLLARS
PER ISSUE
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V I E B X C U Q N

by Linda Thistle

Q S N K E H D s A
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1
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2

K P I H F D C A D
Find the listed words in the diagram. They run in all directions forward, backward, up. down and diagonally.

Pad
Pepper
Potato
Property
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Rod
Springs
Wire

1
8

7

8

5

1

KA

1

6

8

O M K I P H P O F

Diggity
Dog
Foot
House

7

7

D B Z X E E S T T

3

4
9

J A H P B F U T O

Button
Cereal
Chocolate
Cross buns

1

8
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King Crossword

Weekly SUDOKU

HOT —

MAGIC MAZE

2

2
6

6

4

9

3

8

5

3

4
9

Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way
that each row across, each column down and
each small 9-box square contains all of the
numbers from one to nine.

DIFFICULTY THIS WEEK: ★

★ Moderate ★ ★ Challenging
★ ★ ★ HOO BOY!
O 2012 King Features Synd., Inc.

ACROSS
1 Feds’ org.
4 Cheese in a
mousetrap
8 — mater
12 Romaine
13 Loosen
14 Shakespear
-ean king
15 Kitchen
strainer
17 Movie pal
of Stitch
18 Charlie
Brown :
“Good
grief” ::
Cathy: —
19 Defendant
21 Cold spell
24 Scuttle
25 Conclude
26 Carpet
28 Crystal-lined
rock
32 — out (sup
plemented)
34 Do lawn
work
36 Phony coin
37 Heat-resis
tant glass
39 Father
41 Ike's
command
42 Round Table
address
44 Settles a
debt
46 Genus
sub-group
50 Chignon
51 Broad
52 Waste

I

56 Related
57 Rock band’s
gear
58 Comic
Philips
59 Require
60 Sommelier’s
suggestion
61 Massage
DOWN
1 Radio
watchdog

grp

2 Greet the
villain
3 Crusoe, e g.
4 Sand trap
5 Moreover
6 Concept
7 Liberty’s

prop

Refers (to)
Luau
wreaths
Guy
Yankee nick
name from
2004
Performance
Gear tooth
Cry
Black
Pirates'
potation
Deity
Ornamental
dogbane
30 Responsi
bility
31 Hollywood
dashers
Drop
Sherman

© 2011 King Framret Synd.. Inc.

called it

"heir

38 Noon, in a
way
40 Adulterate
43 Cut smaller
boards
45 Piece of
wordplay
46 Graceful bird
47 Toll road, for
short
48 Adams or
Falco
49 640 acres
(Abbr.)
53 Bygone TV
channel
54 Flightless
bird
55 Plagiarize
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B6ia&e
Mayer fans let down
John Mayer cancels
DeVos Hall concert
BY CORY FINKBEINER
GVL STAFF WRITER

John Mayer’s April 12 De
vos Performance Hall concert
has been canceled.
Mayer is suffering from
a recurring condition that in
volves throat nodules which
require extensive vocal rest to
heal.
“Nothing feels worse than
having to break the stage
down before the performance,
and 1 mean nothing,” Mayer
wrote to fans on his Tumblr
blog following the cancel
lation. “I love this band you

MAYER
were going to hear, 1 love the
guys and girls I work with and
the only thing that stops me
from devolving into a puddle
of tears is knowing that it’s a
long life, and the greatest gift
in the world is being able to
create music no matter what
the circumstances.”
Mayer holds a large and

avid fan base, but Lynne Ike,
the DeVos Center’s director of
marketing, said disappointed
patrons have been cooperative
during the cancellation.
“People understand it has
nothing to do with the venue,”
Ike said. “We haven’t received
any negative feedback.”
John Mayer is on an in
definite hiatus during which
he plans to write more music
and focus on healing, but his
album “Bom and Raised” will
still be released May 22.
Those who purchased tick
ets will receive a full refund
after contacting their ticket
provider.

Home for the Summer?

cfinkbeiner@lanthorn jcom

Take a couple classes at
your Community College
Costs are much lower
Make up that missing credit or
get a jump on next year.
Courtesy Photo / imdb.com

History on the silver screen: GVSU's Film and Conversation Club will gather tonight at 7:30 p.m.
in Room 2130 of AuSable Hall to screen and discuss the film "American History X" (pictured).

Credits transfer back to Grand Valley
Contact your local Community College for details

FILM LOVERS GATHER TO
DISCUSS, WATCH MOVIES
BY BRIAN LEDTKE
GVL STAFF WRITER

ilm buffs and fanatics
alike should look no
further than the Grand
Valley State University
and Conversation Club, which
will be screening the movie
“American History X” tonight
at 7:30 pm. in AuSable Hall
on GVSU’s Allendale Cam
pus,
“Anyone can join,” said
DeLain Bomer, president of
GVSU’s Film and Conversa
tion Club. “We encourage stu
dents from all majors to come
and give us their viewpoint
on the films we watch.” The
idea for the club came in fall
of 2009 from film major Nikki
Martin, who wanted a place
where people could gather
to discuss “under-the-radar”
films that many students don’t
often get a chance to see in
theaters. Along with Bomer,
Martin developed the club and
it became a registered student
organization by the Fall 2010
semester.
Bomer said the club’s mis
sion is to provide stimulating
conversation by means of ex
periencing films of different
calibers including, but not lim
ited to, award-winning, con
troversial, cult. independent or
otherwise overlooked films.
Daniel Didier. an officer
for the Film and Conversation
Club, said he loves the club
because he enjoys watching
films and analyzing them.
“While some would argue
that analyzing hinders your
ability of enjoying the film, I
don’t agree because in addi
tion to the film’s successful
aspects, which everyone picks
up on. there are also a bunch of
little secrets hidden throughout
the film that makes the experi
ence more extraordinary than
just watching a movie,” Didier
said.
Bomer agreed that analyz
ing a film is an essential part
of watching a movie.
“The filmmaker chooses
to put a certain element in a
film for a reason, even if that
reason isn’t apparent at first,”
Bomer said. “Analyzing a film
is a way to leam what the film
maker was trying to tell the au
dience. In order to understand
a film, one must tear apart the
content. read between the lines
and look past the celluloid illu
sion that film gives.”
Along with a double ma
jor in film and video and ad
vertising and public relations
at GVSU. Bomer said being
the president of the organiza

F

tion involves doing a lot of the
grunt work, attending coun
cil meetings for the Office of
Student Life, reserving rooms,
maintaining the Stuey web
page and promoting events.
Film He said all of the work is
worth it to him because it al
lows him to lead others to see
what film has to offer them.
Following tonight’s screen
ing of “American History X”
in Au Sable Hall Room 2130,
sociology professor Jennifer
Stewart will lead a discussion
in an effort to maximize stu
dent’s learning experience.
“I’m incredibly apprecia
tive of the professors who
come to lead discussions;
not only do they help bring
more people to the meetings,
but they also help emphasize

Glen Oaks Community College
Centrevllle, Ml
888-994=7818
www.glenoaks.edu

film’s impact on everyday
life,” Martin said.
The club meets every Mon
day at 7:30 p.m. and meeting
locations change between
Lake Michigan Hall 176 or
AuSable Hall 2130.
To find out where the
meeting is each week, join the
Facebook group, Showings
Presented by the Film and
Conversations Club (FCQ,
or look them up on GVSU’s
Stuey website. The club is free
to join and all you have to do
is show up.
“Film is a powerful media
and with the proper guidance
one can gain a lot from learn
ing how to dig deeper into
any form of communication,”
Bomer said.

GRCC
grand rapids

COMMUNITY college

Grand Rapids Community College
Grand Rapids, Ml
616-234=4000
www.grcc.edu/summer
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Jackson Community College
Jackson, Ml
888-522-7344
www.jccml.edu
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Macomb
Community Collrgr

Discover. Connect Advance,

Lanthorn Advartlting
Salas Taam Mambar
Job ftoqufrtmofrt*s

•

15 hour* per week minimum
-Sale* experience
• Personal Transportation

Job Description

tuperionce you'll gslnt

Mating and building
relationships with clients

■ Protetuonsl dtaff

• Prosper ling new dients

• Media planning
• Marketing
• Organizational and time
management skills
• Relationship building
• Copywriting
•Teamwork

• tolling ad space to the
Lanihorrfs Print and Online

edition*
• tallowing procedure to
meet biweekly deadline*

Montcalm Community College
Sidney, Ml
989-328-2111
www.montcalm.edu

K

Interaction

Macomb Community College
Clinton Township/Warren, Ml
866-Macombl
www.macomb.edu

»i,Muskegon Community College
»lU*Kigon MuskegoaM|
Community
866-7114622
College
www.muskegoncc.edu

Compensation

o Schoolcraft
Collaga

• 10% commission on ad sate* ♦ stipend
• May be u*ed for Internthlp credit

Who* do I Hilt?

Schoolcraft College
Livonia, Ml
734-462-4400
www.schoolcraft.edu

Petition* open to start Immediately Summer and
Fall 2012
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Contact! Kevin Hautfeld
Small i odvertltlng0lanthom.com
Phonei (616) 231-2404
Pick up on application from the Lanthorn Office
00% 1 Klrkhof and return with a resume and
cover letter. Please Indicate when you are avail
able to start.
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Northwestern Michigan College
Traverse City, Ml
231-995-1054
www.nmc.edu
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